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M N Srinivas on Indian Tradition 

M. N. Srinivas, a prominent Indian sociologist, made significant 

contributions to the understanding of Indian society and culture, particularly 

through his interpretation of Indian tradition. His work, characterized by 

empirical rigor and theoretical sophistication, has had a lasting impact on the 

field of sociology in India and beyond. This essay aims to elucidate Srinivas' 

interpretation of Indian tradition, focusing on key concepts such as 

Sanskritization, Westernization, dominant caste, and the role of religion and 

ritual in social life. 

Srinivas offered a distinctive interpretation of Indian tradition that 

focused on the dynamic nature of social change and the interplay between 

tradition and modernity. His seminal concept of "Sanskritization" highlighted 

how lower castes in India aspire to emulate the practices, rituals, and lifestyles 

of higher castes to improve their social status. This process, according to 

Srinivas, leads to cultural transformation within Indian society. 

Srinivas also emphasized the importance of understanding Indian society 

through its local and regional variations, rejecting simplistic notions of a 

monolithic Indian culture. He highlighted the diversity of traditions and 

practices across different regions and communities, emphasizing the need for 

context-specific analysis. 

Furthermore, Srinivas challenged the idea of a rigid and unchanging caste 

system, arguing that it was more flexible and adaptable than commonly 

perceived. He noted the existence of sub-castes and local variations that allowed 

for social mobility and change within the system. 

One of Srinivas' most influential concepts is Sanskritization, which he 

introduced in his seminal work "Social Change in Modern India" (1952). 

Sanskritization refers to the process by which lower castes in India emulate the 

practices, rituals, and lifestyle of higher castes in their quest for upward social 

mobility. Srinivas argued that this process has been a significant driver of social 

change in Indian society, leading to the adoption of Brahminical norms and 

values by non-Brahmin castes. 

Sanskritization, according to Srinivas, is not a one-way process but rather 

a dynamic and complex phenomenon. While lower castes aspire to emulate 

higher castes, they also adapt and reinterpret these practices to suit their own 

cultural and social contexts. This process of cultural transformation, Srinivas 

argued, has led to the emergence of new forms of social identity and community 

among lower castes in India. 
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Another key concept in Srinivas' work is Westernization, which he used 

to describe the impact of Western ideas, values, and institutions on Indian 

society. Srinivas noted that Westernization has been a significant force in Indian 

society, leading to changes in social norms, family structure, and religious 

practices. However, he also emphasized that Westernization is not a uniform or 

linear process but varies across different regions and social groups in India. 

Srinivas also made important contributions to the study of caste in India, 

particularly through his concept of the dominant caste. He argued that in many 

Indian villages, a particular caste emerges as dominant due to its control over 

economic resources, political power, and social status. This dominant caste 

plays a crucial role in maintaining social order and regulating inter-caste 

relations in the village. 

In addition to these concepts, Srinivas also explored the role of religion 

and ritual in Indian society. He emphasized the significance of religious beliefs 

and practices in shaping social life, noting that religion often serves as a source 

of identity and solidarity for different social groups in India. Srinivas also 

highlighted the role of ritual in reinforcing social norms and values, arguing that 

rituals play a crucial role in maintaining social cohesion and order. 

Overall, M. N. Srinivas' interpretation of Indian tradition offers a nuanced 

and complex understanding of Indian society and culture. It offers a nuanced 

understanding that recognizes both the continuity and change within Indian 

society. His work continues to be influential in shaping sociological 

perspectives on Indian culture and society.His work continues to be highly 

influential in the field of sociology, providing valuable insights into the 

dynamics of social change and continuity in India. 

 


